2015-2016 SABBATICALS
STETSON UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Fall Semester 2015
Shawnrece Campbell, "Ethnomedicine, Healing Images & Literary Expressions: From Ethiopian Healing Scrolls to Condomblé."
Glen Epley, “Reaching Beyond the Schoolhouse Gate: Responsibilities and Liabilities of School Officials for Regulating Student Behavior Outside of School Involving Internet and Social Media.”
Ranjini Thaver, “The impact of forced labor on a country's import and export demand functions: the case of the US and its trading partners.”
Christopher Tobler, “The Role of Equity Valuation in Mergers and Acquisitions.”

Spring Semester 2016
Joel Davis, "The Complete Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia, volume 2: additions to the 1593 folio."
Melissa Gibbs, “Blue Spring armored catfish life history patterns.”
Ron Hall, "Logic; A Brief Introduction: Revisions and Expansion.”
Eugene Huskey, “A 'Stan' Like No Other.”
Scott Jones, “A Deep Dive into Sponsorship Activation.”
Kathy Piechura, “Sex Role Perceptions of Students in Single-Sex and Co-Educational Classes.”
Matt Wilson, “How to Rebuild an Intercollegiate Athletics Program: A Qualitative Investigation of Intercollegiate Athletic Directors and Head Coaches' Strategies.”

Academic Year 2015-16
Hala El Aarag: "Network Coded Internet Friendly Transport Protocol."
Hari Pulapaka, "A Proposal to Solve Three Unsolved Problems in Mathematics."